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INTRODUCTION 
The Problem 
The demand for preservative treated wood products has risen 
from 4.5% of total U.S. lumber consumption in 1978 to 8.7% in 1982 
according to Data Resources Incorporated (DRI) of Lexington, Mass. 
Looking ahead to 1995, DRI projects pressure-treated lumber to 
account for over 17% of total U.S. lumber consumption (Casson, 1984). 
As the demand for treated products has steadily increased, so 
has industry's capacity for production, but not without problem. To 
quote from Wilson (1988, p. 1), "The tremendous demand for treated 
wood and ensuing price competition has resulted in the installation of 
large amounts of poorly treated wood which is doomed to fail within 
a few years after installation." 
As products utilizing treated wood include such items as patios 
and decks, highway guard rails, utility poles, and all-weather wood 
foundations for homes, the consequences of early failure are 
potentially dangerous and expensive to the consumer. Additionally, 
early failure of wood in service could have a dramatic adverse impact 
on the sale of treated wood. 
The Federal Housing Administration (FHA), wary of the use of 
undertreated or incorrectly treated lumber in housing construction, 
conducted a survey of wood products being incorporated into FHA-
insured homes. This survey reported a wide variation in treatment 
quality and concluded that quality control within the industry was not 
sufficient. FHA, in conjunction with the U.S. Navy, thus established 
the American Wood Presen/er's Bureau (AWPB) as a third party quality 
control overview agency of the wood treating industries (Min, 1984). 
The AWPB was charged with the routine examination, inspection 
and certification of treating plants nationwide. As such, this bureau 
faced an ever burgeoning volume of samples to assure conformance. 
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Most recently the assurance of quality has come under the 
jurisdiction of the American Lumber Standards Committee which 
currently has certified nine agencies to perform inspections. In 
addition to the sheer volume of samples requiring analysis, other 
more serious problems face the wood treating industry. To quote 
from Hartford (1973, p. 79), 
The principal problem confronting the industry today is that of 
reliable analyses, particularly of wood treated with inorganic 
preservatives. Such experience as we are able to bring to bear 
seems to indicate that our best work is neither accurate nor 
precise within the limits of less than 10-20%. In view of the 
tolerances imposed by the commodity specifying committees 
(of the AWPA) this situation is intolerable and needs much 
research. Part of the difficulty lies in the very marginal 
applicability of classical analytical procedures, which must be 
replaced by methods of greater sophistication ... 
In recent years. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) has partially replaced 
classical analytical procedures. However, XRF is a "bulk" method that 
only measures total retention of the preservative; it does not 
measure penetration depth nor distribution of the fungicidal 
elements. The purpose of this study is to develop methods for 
accurately assessing preservative component distribution on a 
microstructural scale. The application of this research is not, 
however, field oriented. Rather, this work is intended to compliment 
research efforts in the broader approach of laboratory assessment of 
chemical formulations at the microstructural level or development 
and assessment of strategies for protecting wood. 
The instruments chosen for this work are the 
scanning/transmission electron microscope (STEM), operated in the 
transmission mode (TEM), in conjunction with an energy dispersive 
spectrometer (EDS). This type of system is also often referred to as 
an analytical electron microscope (AEM). 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Historical Perspective of Wood Preservation 
An excellent review of the history of wood preservation is 
presented by Robert D. Graham (1973). A brief synopsis of his work 
indicates that, although it is not clear when the preservation of wood 
by chemical means was first practiced, the impetus was undoubtedly 
promulgated by the transportation of people and supplies via wooden 
ships as far back as 2000 B.C. Numerous accounts of extensive 
damage and eminent peril to man caused by deterioration of wood by 
marine borers can be found throughout the course of history. Indeed, 
it is interesting to note that the very independence of the U.S. was 
linked to the destructive processes of marine borers. Described by 
Albion (1926), wood deterioration was instrumental in delaying or 
preventing the arrival of British warships. 
Recognition of the need for wood preservation in the U.S. was 
closely linked to the California gold rush of 1849 and the subsequent 
construction of the continental railroad. Tremendous economic 
losses were incurred as 800 ships and entire whan/es (as well as 
replacement wharves) succumbed to the ravages of shipworms. The 
obvious need for a railway system was also accompanied by the 
concern of maintaining crossties. 
By the late 1830s, several processes for chemically treating 
wood had emerged using solutions of mercuric chloride, copper 
sulfate, zinc chloride, and creosote (creosote, accomplished via 
Bethell's full-cell process developed in 1839). Brief reference should 
also be made to Boulton's development of a method for drying wood to 
render it more readily treatable (Boulton, 1884). 
An interesting sidelight can be observed through examining the 
1916 work of Wiess (Wiess, 1916) that assembled the current body of 
knowledge collected by the establishment of the American Wood 
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Preserver's Association (AWPA) in 1904 and the U.S. Forest Products 
Laboratory (USFPL) in 1910: In this publication, I.W. Bailey obsen/es 
the minute openings in the membranes of softwood bordered pits and 
yet 40 years would pass before the electron microscope would 
provide the illustrative proof. What then, can we expect of electron 
microscopy tomorrow? 
Historical Perspective of the Electron Microscope 
The electron microscope has proven to be a valuable research 
tool in many fields of science. The Swedish Academy in presenting 
the1986 Nobel Prize to Ernst Ruska for his fundamental work and 
development of the electron microscope, remarked that "... it is one of 
the most important inventions of this century" (Fisher, 1989). 
What makes the electron microscope such a significant 
Instrument for science? The key to its value can be realized by 
examining the fundamental basis for its development and the 
subsequent advancements made in understanding beam-specimen 
interactions. 
For the microscopist, the ultimate struggle is to achieve 
superior resolution. Resolution, defined as the ability to distinguish 
objects as separate and distinct entities, has no finite end in the 
quest for a material's beginning. The optical microscope has, 
undoubtedly, given us a vast amount of information concerning the 
microscopic world of materials, but the limits of its resolving power 
are dictated by the length of the light wave as determined by Ernst 
Abbe In the late 1800s. 
Several events led to surpassing the barrier imposed by the 
light wave, beginning in 1923 when Louis de Broglie proposed the 
concept of wave properties in matter in his Ph.D. dissertation for the 
Sorbonne in Paris. This revolutionary reasoning was met with much 
skepticism until the thesis was enthusiastically received by Einstein 
- even though there was no experimental evidence to support such an 
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hypothesis (Brady and Humiston, 1982). However, it wasn't until 
1931 that Ernst Ruska, a student of Max Knoll, used de Broglie's 
equation to calculate the length of waves from an electron beam. 
Encouraged by the information they obtained. Knoll and Ruska 
continued to develop the electron microscope in order to greatly 
surpass the resolving power of the light microscope. 
Historical Perspective of Microanalysis 
Although the superb resolution afforded by the electron 
microscope still remains a key attribute, subsequent realizations 
made from examining the interactions of the electron beam and 
specimen have become increasingly important. Chief among these 
interactions is the generation of characteristic x-rays. That is, x-
rays that are "characteristic" of the element(s) present. 
The development of elemental analysis in the electron 
microscope ultimately dates back to the discovery of x-radiation, or 
x-rays, by Wiihelm Konrad Roentgen in 1895. The subsequent 
discovery of characteristic x-ray lines by William H. Bragg and 
development of the Bragg equation (nX= 2d sine) led to the systematic 
efforts of H.G. Moseley to determine the characteristic x-ray lines for 
the elements. Moseley discovered that there was a linear 
relationship between the square root of the line frequency and the 
atomic number (Moseley's law). 
Moseley's discovery, In turn, led to the birth of spectrochemlcal 
analysis by which elemental composition could be determined by 
examination of excited x-ray spectra. However, the concept of 
analyzing microvolumes, or "microanalysis", was not proposed until 
1949 when R. Castaing built the "microsonde électronique" or electron 
microprobe. Castaing's doctoral thesis described the instrumentation 
and also proposed a method for quantitative elemental analysis based 
upon comparison measurement of characteristic intensities of the 
element in question and a known standard (Castaing, 1951). Coupled 
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with the superb resolution afforded by the electron microscope, the 
ability to derive elemental information at the microscopic level has 
led to significant advancements in many branches of science. 
Previous Work 
As the major concern of this study is the microanalysis of 
wood, a review of the previous work in this area follows. 
Early attempts at observing heavy element distribution (of 
preservatives) began with Belford et al. (1959, 1960). Transmission 
electron microscopy was used to examine thin sections and small 
particles of wood specimens. Micrographs revealed encrusted 
deposits that lacked surface detail and appeared opaque. Subsequent 
electron diffraction analyses showed the encrustations to be 
crystalline in nature, not associated with untreated wood, thus, 
constituting minute crystals of preservative. Later, Rudman (1966) 
and Petty and Preston (1968) were able to identify copper, chromium, 
and arsenic based upon x-ray spectra. The ensuing years were marked 
by numerous studies that focused on examining the qualitative 
distribution of heavy elements introduced by preservative solutions. 
Various attempts were also made to quantify heavy elements but full 
quantification appeared elusive at best. 
Two major papers dealing with the quantification of chromated 
copper arsenate (CCA) treated Scots pine analyzed with an electron 
microscope microanalyser (EMMA) were published by Chandler and 
Chou (1971, 1973). Using the continuum theory and method for 
quantitative analysis (Hall, 1968, 1971; Hall and Hohling, 1969), Chou 
(1973) and co-workers reported quantitative concentration values for 
copper, chromium, and arsenic. No direct comparison to other 
methods was possible as classical methods could not be conducted on 
such "microvolumes." These publications were important in 
microanalysis of wood as the issue of quantification was brought to 
the forefront. 
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The process of obtaining quantitative resuits from the electron 
microscope and associated microanalyser is fraught with many 
difficulties. Ensuing years found the publication of numerous studies 
that focused on varying degrees of quantification as researchers 
struggled with the difficulties imposed by biological tissues. 
Greaves (1974a, 1974b) felt that, for example, difficulties in 
detecting total x-ray intensities of elements within a cell wall and 
difficulties in obtaining reliable matrix values made quantification 
unreliable. Similarly, other workers (Dickinson, 1974; Hulme and 
Butcher, 1977; Drysdale, et al., 1980; DeGroot and Kuster, 1984) 
chose to present "semi-quantitative" results by using various means 
including peak to background ratios, total counts corrected for 
background, and relative elemental ratios. 
In a parallel vein, Saka and co-workers (1978; 1982a, 1982b, 
1982c) investigated lignin concentration with energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (EDS) in the scanning electron microscope (SEM). 
Unfortunately, conventional energy dispersive analyzers are not 
capable of detecting the low energies associated with the elements 
found In lignin. Thus, they developed procedures for treating lignin 
with bromine, an element that is readily detected. Elemental analysis 
of various specimens showed a proportionality between bromine and 
lignin. 
In an effort to obtain fully quantitative results, Saka and 
Thomas (1982) addressed many of the key issues concerning energy 
dispersive spectroscopy in the SEM. Of particular note, rigorous 
treatment of the calculation of the matrix effects, i.e., atomic 
number, absorption, and fluorescence, indicated these effects to be 
negligible (consistent with numerous studies conducted on other 
biological materials). A correction factor, however, was necessary 
to yield comparable results to those obtained by ultraviolet 
microscopy. 
Donaldson and Ryan (1987) noted discrepancies between 
SEM/EDS results of brominated lignin versus interference microscopy. 
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They performed SEM/EDS analyses and compared results with matched 
samples analyzed by interference microscopy. Quantification of 
SEM/EDS results were performed by the peak (P) to background (B) 
ratio (P/B) method in which net peak height is divided by a measure 
of the background. The reasons for the discrepancies between the 
two methods are not totally clear. Donaldson and Ryan suggested that 
the bromination technique was at fault. Further consideration of the 
SEM/EDS quantification procedures, however, may also be in order. 
In any event, it is clear from the literature that although the 
quantification of heavy elements introduced into wood specimens has 
evolved considerably, much work remains. 
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STUDY OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this study was to evaluate the compositional 
imaging technique (Fiori et al., 1985; Fieri, 1986, 1988; Newbury, et 
al., 1990a. 1990b) as a method for assessing the distribution of heavy 
elements from pressure induced preservatives in wood. No previously 
reported work addressed this technique with respect to the unique 
characteristics and problems presented by wood. Additionally, an 
alternative method was sought to help alleviate elemental loss of 
preservative during specimen preparation. 
Although there is some question as to whether it will ever be 
possible to conduct a fully quantitative microanalysis of 
preservatives within the cell wall layers of wood, another major goal 
of this study was to achieve significant progress toward that end. 
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BASIS FOR EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
Before attempting to interpret the data for either a qualitative 
or quantitative analysis, it is important to first understand the 
processes involved in the interaction of the electron beam and the 
specimen. The signals generated are depicted in Figure 1 and briefly 
explained in the ensuing discussion. It should be noted that all of 
these signals are not used in this work, but they are included for 
completeness. 
Characteristic x-rays 
Primary electron beam 
Secondary electrons 
Cathodoluminescence 
Continuum x-rays A /. Backscattered electrons 
Auger electrons 
Specimen 
7 
Transmitted electrons 
Figure 1. Signals generated by electron-specimen interactions 
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Types of Signals 
Transmitted electrons 
Transmitted electrons are, as the name implies, electrons that 
pass through, or are transmitted through, the specimen. In a STEM 
operated in the TEM mode, transmitted electrons pass through the 
specimen onto a photographic plate to form the image of the 
specimen. The micrograph exhibits contrast differences based upon 
the amount of signal or electrons transmitted (Figure 2). 
mu ,468.00 "1 
Figure 2. Transmitted electron micrograph of the transverse view of 
two adjacent wood fibers of southern pine sapwood at 
6,000X magnification 
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Secondary electrons 
The general model of the atom as proposed by Neil Bohr, 
considers an atom to be composed of (among other) an electron or a 
number of electrons that travel In an orbital path around a nucleus. 
Each orbit, or shell, has a specific energy band associated with it's 
electron(s). 
When a primary electron from the beam of the electron 
microscope impinges upon a specimen, an electron may be ejected 
from an atom of the specimen. This ejected electron is called a 
secondary electron and possesses a kinetic energy of less than 50 eV. 
The generation of these electrons is very useful, primarily, for 
obtaining signal information for the secondary electron imaging mode 
of the scanning electron microscope. Additionally, backscattered 
electrons emerging from the specimen may cause emission of 
secondary electrons. 
Backscattered electrons 
Backscattered electrons are beam electrons that re-emerge 
from the specimen due to large deflections of the electron in the 
specimen. As the number of backscattered electrons generated is 
highly dependent on atomic number, much useful information 
concerning elemental composition can be obtained from this imaging 
mode. 
Auger electrons 
Auger electrons are generated in a multiple step process. First, 
a primary electron ejects an electron from an atom creating a 
vacancy that is filled by a higher energy obital electron. A photon of 
energy is emitted during this transition. If this photon is absorbed by 
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another higher orbital shell electron, auger emission will occur. 
Auger electrons, possessing extremely low energy, can only 
escape from the monolayer surface (excitation depth of only roughly a 
few nanometers and emission depth of roughly 1 nanometer or less). 
CathodoluminescencQ 
Cathodolumlnescence occurs when a material emits photons in 
the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. In certain materials this phenomenon is actually strong 
enough to be observed with an optical microscope attached to the 
electron microscope chamber. 
X-rays 
Characteristic x-ravs Upon ionization, the atom becomes 
highly energetic, requiring an electron from a higher energy level to 
descend into the vacancy created by the ejected electron. However, 
the higher energy level electron possesses more energy than required 
and must release a given amount of energy. This photon is 
"characteristic" of the atom in question as each element possesses a 
unique characteristic radiation for any given electron shell transition 
(Figure 3). The situation becomes more complex, however, as 
transitions commonly involve multiple shell transitions. 
By positioning a suitable device (in this case a lithium drifted 
silicon energy dispersive x-ray detector) in close proximity to these 
events, this photon of energy may be detected to yield a "fingerprint" 
of the atom. In this manner, elemental information about a 
prescribed microvolume can be obtained. Conventional energy 
dispersive systems are capable of simultaneously analyzing all 
elements present in the prescribed location with an atomic number 
(Z) greater than ten. More recent systems employing ultra-thin 
windows or windowless detectors are capable of measuring elements 
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Descending 
electron (C) 
Primary electron (A) 
Ejected electron (B) 
Characteristic x-ray CD) 
Figure 3. Diagram of characteristic x-ray generation process 
as low in atomic number as boron (Z=5). However, quantification of 
the so-called light elements, is still undergoing much evaluation. It 
is important to note that wood is chiefly comprised of carbon (Z=6), 
oxygen (2=8), and hydrogen (Z=1); all of which are considered to be 
light elements. 
When an incoming x-ray is absorbed into the detector, it creates 
a high energy photoelectron. In turn this electron strikes other atoms 
of the crystal, ionizing other atoms and freeing other electrons. 
These electrons will drift towards the (electrically charged positive 
bias) rear of the detector while their holes drift to the negatively 
charged detector front. The electron charge at the rear of the 
detector enters a field-effect transistor (FET) which integrates the 
charge and produces a voltage step. This voltage step, in turn, is 
further amplified, shaped by integration, and further amplified again. 
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before being measured by an analog-to-digitai converter (ADC) and 
being counted by a multi-channel analyzer. 
The ADC, upon recognizing an incoming pulse, determines its 
maximum height and converts this to a numerical value. The 
information thus obtained is stored into memory of a computer and 
the results displayed on a CRT showing a spectrum of counts versus 
energy (Figure 4). Since each element of the periodic chart has a 
"characteristic" energy associated with it, the presence of an 
element is determined by evaluating the characteristic energies 
obtained by the energy dispersive system. The intensity of the peak 
at any given energy level, is related to the amount of that element 
present. 
Further, modern systems allow provisions for long term 
storage, output to printers and/or camera stations, networking to 
remote workstations or mainframes, and subsequent processing for 
qualitative and quantitative analyses. 
Figure 4. A characteristic peak from an energy dispersive spectrum 
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Continuum x-ravs In addition to characteristic x-rays, 
another type of x-ray signal is produced. A primary beam electron 
may undergo deceleration, and the energy lost in this process may be 
converted into an x-ray photon. Known as continuum or 
bremsstrahlung (German for "braking radiation"), this signal results 
in a spectrum of energies ranging in value from zero up to that of the 
impinging electron (Figure 5). The continuum is usually considered as 
an undesirable signal because It negatively impacts upon the 
minimum detectability limit of an element and complicates 
determination of characteristic peak height. It can, however, provide 
a useful measure of the biological matrix (the light elements) as will 
be explained further in the discussion of quantification. 
Figure 5. The continuum portion of an energy dispersive spectrum 
£ continuum 
X-ray energy 
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Interaction Volume 
The interaction volume within the specimen is not confined to 
the diameter of the impinging beam. Using polymethylmethacrylate, 
Everhart and co-workers (Everhart, et al., 1972) were able to show 
that in such a low atomic number specimen, the interaction volume is 
pear shaped. 
Intuitively, this process of scattering is easily understood. 
Initially, highly collimated electrons undergo little scattering as 
they travel through the specimen, but as penetration increases, so 
does elastic scattering thus causing more lateral deviation of 
electrons (Figure 6). The importance of this should not be 
underestimated. As the diameter of this volume may exceed 3 
micrometers and the combined cell wall thicknesses of two adjacent 
wood cells may potentially be only slightly greater, comparisons of 
spectra taken by traversing the beam across two adjacent cells may 
yield erroneous results. A major component of the resulting spectra 
would be reflected in the amount of interaction volume contained in 
each respective spectrum. Obviously, any spectrum collected within 
less than about 1.5 micrometers lateral distance from the cell lumen 
would excite less than the full interaction volume within the cell 
being analyzed, and result in deceptively low elemental 
concentrations. If not taken into account, heaviest concentration of 
elements may assume to occur at the compound middle lamella when, 
in reality, the compound middle lamella may represent the only 
location at which full excitation was achieved (by exciting not only 
the compound middle lamella but adjacent layers as well). Hess 
(1980) suggests that this may be the principal reason for reported 
higher chlorine content concentrated in the compound middle lamella 
of wood treated with pentachlorophenol (Resch and Arganbright, 
1971). Additionally, signals arising from electrons and x-rays 
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mm 
Figure 6. The conceptual interaction volume within wood tissue 
escaping into the lumen and interacting with adjacent cells may 
further obscure the results. 
The Case for Thin Section Analysis 
Thus, for assessing elemental distribution of preservative 
elements across the cell wall layers of two adjacent wood fibers, the 
required minimum lateral spatial distribution cannot be realistically 
achieved with bulk specimens. 
Hess (1980) proposes constructing a suitable standard to 
account for these difficulties that theoretically may be true but, 
practically speaking, are elusive at best. A simpler and more obvious 
solution exists. By reducing the specimen thickness to 0.25 
micrometers, the interaction volume becomes a truncated cone 
(Goldstein and Williams, 1977) with a maximum depth of 0.25 
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micrometers and an achievable lateral distribution easily less than 
100 angstroms (Figure 7). The amount of spreading can be determined 
by the equation; 
b = 0.198 Z/Eo(p/A)l/2t3/2 (Equation 1) 
where: 
Eo = accelerating voltage in keV 
Z = atomic number 
A = atomic weight 
p = density in g/cm^ 
t = thickness in nanometers 
In terms of a known primary beam diameter of d, the excitation 
volume can be calculated as; 
V = [t7i/4][(d2+bd+b2)/3] (Equation 2) 
By regarding wood as predominantly carbon, calculation of beam 
spread, b, by equation 1, using an accelerating voltage of 80 keV for a 
2500 angstrom thick specimen yields; 
b = 0.198 (6)/80 (1.51/12.011)1/2 (250)3/2 
b = 20.8 nanometers 
and an excitation volume of; 
V = [(250 • 3.14)/4][(6002+(20.8)(600)+20.82)/3] 
V = 2.44 X 107 nm3 
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In addition to Improved lateral spatial distribution, another 
advantage is gained by utilizing .25 urn sections. Chance encounters 
with underlying and hidden structures, such as pits, adjacent tapered 
end walls, etc., are virtually eliminated. 
d 
d + b 
Figure 7. The truncated cone excitation volume of a thin specimen 
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BASIS FOR QUANTITATIVE OR SEMI QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
Two approaches to full quantification deserve brief discussion 
for those Interested in more exacting measurements. The ZAP 
routine, remains the classical scheme for bulk specimen analysis, but 
severe limitations Imposed by the organic matrix make it less 
suitable for analyzing wood tissues. A brief discussion of the ZAP 
technique Is Included, however, because It yields valuable insight to 
the nature of interactions and required corrections. 
Z A P  
The ZAP routine is generally used by microanalysts. This 
correction routine, carried out via the standard software available on 
all modern microanalyzers, is based upon correcting the sample 
spectra for three basic components, Z (atomic number correction), A 
(absorption), and P (fluorescence). These three components are 
generally referred to as the matrix or interelemental effects and 
correction for these effects are necessary to convert measured 
intensities into weight fractions. A brief discussion of the origin of 
these effects follows; 
Z 
The Z, or atomic number effect, occurs because of two factors-
backscatterlng via elastic scattering and energy loss via inelastic 
scattering. Essentially, as atomic number increases, so does the 
evolution of backscattered electrons; this decreases the amount of 
energy remaining in the sample and produces characteristic x-rays. 
Additionally, the rate of energy loss (by inelastic scattering that 
results in, among other things, the production of characteristic x-
rays) is dependent on atomic number. Lower atomic number elements 
remove energy from the beam faster over a given depth than higher 
atomic number elements. 
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The A, or absorption effect, is typicaliy the most Important 
correction. As characteristic x-rays are generated within the 
sample, they must travel through the specimen on their path to the 
detector, and in so doing, are subject to possible absorption by 
surrounding atoms. For this reason, the amount of characteristic x-
rays actually measured is less than that generated. The absorption 
correction is governed by the respective mass absorption coefficient, 
specimen density, and the path length of the x-ray. The impact of 
accelerating voltage and take-off angle thus bears consideration in 
system configuration and subsequent analysis. Additionally, the 
issue of homogeneous sample density is more problematic for wood. 
E 
The F, or fluorescence effect, is typically the least important 
correction factor of concern. Fluorescence may occur when the 
energy of a characteristic x-ray is sufficient to excite another 
element within the sample. This naturally infers that for an element 
to undergo parasitic fluorescence, it must possess a critical 
excitation energy below that of the characteristic x-ray being 
absorbed. 
One of the requirements of the ZAF technique is that all 
elements present in the sample must be analyzed. In the case of 
wood, this naturally includes C, O, and H; while energy dispersive 
spectrometers can now detect elements as low as boron, the 
quantification of the light elements is still undergoing much 
evaluation. Questions remain concerning appropriate mass absorption 
coefficients to use and how to effectively deal with contamination 
build up during analysis. Additionally, the presence of trace amounts 
of other elements commonly encountered can severely test the bounds 
of the minimum detection limit for energy dispersive systems. 
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Continuum Method for Quantitative Analysis 
Theory 
One method of quantitative analysis of biological materials is 
the result of the significant work of T. A. Hall (1971). This method is 
based upon the premise that the intensity of characteristic x-rays for 
an element is proportional to mass per unit area of the element and 
the continuum is proportional to total mass per unit area, i.e., : 
. _ elemental mass _ elemental mass/unit area _ Sx 
* " total mass " total mass/unit area ~ S 
where: 
Cx is local weight fraction of assayed element 
Sx is local mass of the assayed element per unit area 
S is local total mass of specimen per unit area 
The observed x-ray spectral intensity will be proportional to Sx 
and the continuum provides a measurement of S, the total mass per 
unit area. More specifically, (Chandler, 1971) ; 
(lx/W)sp 
" (lx/W)st 
Nx 
2NZ2 • Ax • (Z2/A)sp St 
where: 
(lx/W)sp _ (characteristic count/white radiation)sDecimen 
(lx/W)st ~ (characteristic count/white radiation)standard. 
Nx = number of atoms of element x per unit volume in 
the standard. 
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and: 
summation of the number of atoms of 
each element times the square of its 
atomic number (Z) in the standard. 
atomic weight of element x. 
mean of the ratio of the square of the 
atomic number divided by the atomic 
weight for each element in the 
specimen. 
The rationale for the development of the continuum method can 
be traced to the limitations imposed by the lithium-drifted silicon 
detector of the energy dispersive spectrometer. Traditional 
detectors are useful for detecting all elements of an atomic number 
(Z) greater than 10. As such, the major constituents of biological 
specimens (the elements of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen) cannot be 
analyzed by their characteristic energies. More recent thin-window 
or windowless detectors are capable of measuring carbon and oxygen 
but much work remains in developing suitable standards and deriving 
mass absorption coefficients before quantitative analysis of these 
so-called "light" elements can reliably be conducted. The continuum 
method for quantification offers a solution to the problem of light 
element measurement as it allows one to substitute known values for 
these elements taken from results obtained by other methods. 
Further, as the measured intensities are expressed as ratios of the 
characteristic to the continuum, they are independent of specimen 
thickness or mass per unit area (in thin specimens). As such, it is not 
necessary to know the specimen thickness, and local variations in 
specimen density are not cause for concern. These relationships are 
ZNZ2 
Ax 
(Z2/A)sp = 
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important for the analysis of wood and require more specific 
discussion. 
Wood analyzed by the continuum approach 
The distribution of light element chemical constituents (C, O, H) 
may vary widely across the cell wail layers. In general, the primary 
wall contains about 10% cellulose while the S2 layer is comprised of 
about 50%, and decreasing slightly in the S3. Lignin content is 
approximately 70% in the compound middle lamella decreasing to 22% 
in the S2 layer and 15% in the S3 layer (Thomas, 1977). 
Hemicelluloses comprise the bulk of the remaining constituents (25-
30% in total) plus varying amounts of a wide range of extractive 
types (3-5%). Essentially, the secondary layers of wood have a higher 
concentration of cellulose and hemiceliulose than the lignin rich 
compound middle lamella. Given these differences in composition, it 
would seem that a single value representing the entire matrix of light 
elements would not suffice. However, the major elements are similar 
in atomic number, and their variation in concentration will not 
strongly affect the mean value of the postulated matrix. Empirical 
evidence (Figures 8, 9, 10) strongly suggests that there is little 
variation. It should be noted that the 3 spectra chosen for 
illustration do not possess significant heavy element differences 
which is a fundamental prerequisite for comparison of continuum 
variations due to light elements only. These spectra were collected 
for 100 seconds each, with an accelerating voltage of 80 keV and a 
beam current of 1 nanoamp. 
Later in the text it will be shown that continuum variations are 
much more pronounced (using identical instrument parameters) in the 
presence of other elements of higher atomic number (for example, 
calcium) that differ significantly in intensity between spectra. 
These heavier elements pose a more serious source of error if not 
considered. 
Vert= 200 counts Disp= 1 Elapsed= 100 sees 
-| 
^ 0.320 Range: 10.230 keV 10.230 ^  
Figure 8. Energy dispersive spectrum of compound middle lamella 
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Figure 9. Energy dispersive spectrum of Si layer 
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Figure 10. Energy dispersive spectrum of S2 layer 
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Composition of the matrix 
An appropriate value of (Z^/A) for pine must be determined 
from elemental composition taken from the literature. Chou and co­
workers (1973) used weight fractions of: C = .502, H = 0.061, N = 
0.002, O = 0.430 (Browning, 1963). Calculation of the matrix 
estimation is shown in Table 1. 
Monitored elements 
Success of the continuum method is further dependent upon 
carefully identifying and monitoring all elements present that were 
not postulated as the continuum. One particular element, calcium, is 
not mentioned in the literature (concerning microanalysis of wood) 
and most probably has been erroneously ignored. Calcium presents a 
unique situation because compositional imaging has shown calcium 
Table 1. Estimation of (Z^/A) for pine wood where (Z^/A) = ZCZ^/A 
Element Mass fraction z2 A Z2/A CZ2/a 
Hydrogen 0.061 1 1 1.0 0.061 
Carbon 0.502 36 12 3.0 1.506 
Nitrogen 0.002 49 14 3.5 0.007 
Oxygen 0.430 64 16 4.0 1.720 
(Z2/A) = ZCZ2/A = 3.294 
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concentrations much higher in the compound middle lameiia than in 
the secondary layers. From a biological perspective, this localized 
concentration makes perfect sense as the compound middle lameiia is 
rich In calcium pectate. However, such details are easily overlooked 
because elemental differences In wood tissues are seldom visualized. 
The effect of localized concentration of calcium will be 
pronounced. For example. If calcium concentration in the compound 
middle lamella is assumed to be approximately 10%, then the 
calculated value for the matrix will be 3.96 (Table 2). If, on the other 
hand, carbon had been increased by 10%, then the value would have 
actually decreased to 3.25 (Table 3). 
Table 2. Estimation of (Z^/A) for pine wood with 10% calcium 
Element Mass fraction z2 A z2/A Cz2/a 
Hydrogen 0.055 1 1 1.0 0.055 
Carbon 0.452 36 12 3.0 1.356 
Nitrogen 0.002 49 14 3.5 0.007 
Oxygen 0.387 64 16 4.0 1.548 
Calcium 0.100 400 40 10.0 1.000 
(Z2/A) = ZCZ2/A = 3.966 
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Table 3. Estimation of (Z2/A)for pine wood with 10% more carbon 
Element Mass fraction z2 A Z^/A CZ^/A 
Hydrogen 0.049 1 1 1.0 0.049 
Carbon 0.602 36 12 3.0 1.806 
Nitrogen 0.002 49 14 3.5 0.007 
Oxygen 0.348 64 16 4.0 1.392 
(Z2/A) = ZCZ2/A = 3.254 
By not considering the discrepancies presented by the presence 
of a heavier element such as calcium, considerable error may be 
introduced. In practice, since calcium can easily be detected, it 
should be included as an element specifically analyzed. It is also 
important to measure any other elements significantly present in the 
specimen that were not postulated in the matrix. Interestingly, this 
problem was brought to immediate light upon collection of the first 
compositional image and will be discussed more thoroughly later in 
this text. It is mentioned here to demonstrate one of the practical 
advantages of compositional imaging. 
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METHODS FOR DATA COLLECTION 
Conventional Static Probe Analysis 
Conventional elemental analyses in the analytical electron 
microscope is achieved by focusing the beam on a point location, or 
"spot", and collecting a spectrum for a preset time interval (typically 
100-200 seconds). The number of points analyzed per sample is 
dictated by either what the analyst deems sufficient for complete 
characterization or more aptly by the amount of patience and 
resources one is willing to spend. 
Additionally, the analyst must collect spectra using the same 
instrumental parameters, from standards of known composition for 
each element in the sample, it is useful to collect spectra from the 
suite of standards both before and after analyzing the specimen to 
determine the extent of current drift. Alternatively, a Faraday cup, 
common in modern research grade microscopes (as a purchasable 
option), can be used to monitor the beam current. 
After the desired spectra have been obtained from specimens 
and standards, a first approximation of elemental concentration can 
be ascertained by simply comparing the measured intensities of the 
unknown to the standard (Newbury, 1992). Commonly referred to as 
the k-ratio, it is simply stated as: 
"•SS 
where: 
i unk = background corrected intensity of the unknown 
i std - background corrected intensity of the standard 
For most purposes, the k-ratios yield a first approximation of 
elemental concentration that is generally considered an acceptable 
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level of quantification when dealing with the analysis of treated 
wood. 
Analog Dot Mapping 
Numerous investigators have assessed the qualitative 
distribution of preservatives by the conventional analog x-ray dot 
mapping technique. This method involves scanning the beam on the 
display CRT in sychronism with the beam scanning the sample 
surface. When the beam encounters the pre-selected element of 
interest, a fully saturated white dot is generated on the display CRT. 
By scanning the selected area for an extended period of time and 
recording the dots on a piece of photographic film, a map is thus 
formed. 
Many disadvantages are inherent in the x-ray dot mapping 
technique. Chief among them are that only one element can typically 
be mapped at a time, the time for each elemental map may easily 
exceed half an hour, spatial resolution is poor, and the resulting maps 
are only qualitative in nature as no correction factors can be applied 
nor can gray level intensity of the spot be modulated with respect to 
concentration. 
Compositional Imaging 
Advances in computerization of analytical electron microscopes 
(AEM) and their ancillary devices have led to the development of 
compositional imaging (Fieri et al., 1985; Fiori, 1986, 1988; Newbury, 
et al., 1990a, 1990b; Lyman, 1992). Compositional imaging can be 
thought of as an automated form of the conventional spot mode 
analysis with a few variations. Rather than manually selecting 
analysis points as is traditionally done, compositional imaging 
collects x-ray information at each point of a specified matrix that is 
"overlaid" on the microscopic image (Figure 11). Typical systems 
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define "regions of interest", or ROi's, for each element to be analyzed, 
and the x-ray information for each of these ROi's is stored for each 
pixel point location on a hard disk drive for later retrieval. In this 
manner, the most pertinent elemental information about each 
analysis point is stored with minimal demand on the computer's 
memory. Some recent investigations have employed "full spectrum" 
mapping, in which, as the name implies, the entire spectrum at each 
point Is saved to àisk. Obviously, the amount of memory to save a 
complete spectrum from each point of, say, a 256 x 256 point matrix 
(would require 67 megabytes), is not insignificant for most systems. 
The advantages, however, are significant for malcing the necessary 
corrections for quantitative analysis. 
Figure 11. Diagram of compositional imaging technique 
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Regardless of whether ROI's or full spectrum techniques are 
used, the amount of Information generated is massive in terms of 
reporting the numerical values of elemental intensities. Rather than 
being confronted with reporting values for half a dozen elements for 
each of 20 points, as would be a typical case for conventional 
analyses, one is now confronted with reporting the values of 65,536 
points for each of the half dozen elements-- per image! Clearly, an 
alternative method for reporting is required. 
A simple solution to this dilemma exists, and that is to employ 
a gray-scale or color scheme to the mapped image, in which the 
intensity of color (or brightness of a gray-scaled image) correlates 
to elemental intensity. From an imaging standpoint, the Ideal choice 
is color for several reasons. First, most of us are familiar with the 
Mach band effect in which the human eye's perception of brightness 
can be easily misled near the border of actual brightness change in 
gray-scaled images (Gonzales and Wintz, 1977). Second, by 
separately controlling the color guns of a display CRT, multi-element 
maps can be constructed that show the spatial relationship between 
various elements. 
An obvious difference to consider between conventional static-
probe and compositional mapping is acquisition time. Conventional 
analysis schemes usually collect information for 100 to 200 seconds 
per analysis point, while, for reasons mainly related to instrument 
stability, compositional images are realistically limited to a 
maximum of 2 seconds per point. 
While the initial reaction is skepticism towards the short 
acquisition time for a compositional map, more careful consideration 
of the material in question and objectives of the analyses may 
alleviate some of the apprehension. 
For example, to adequately assess the distribution of a 
preservative across the transverse plane between two adjacent 
fibers (in the conventional static-probe sense) each of the various 
cell wall layers would be sampled (with replication) both 
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tangentially and radially, as well as cell wall corners, pit areas, etc. 
But even then, questions remain regarding the possibility of localized 
concentrations that have been "missed" or, for that matter, 
unknowingly included. In other words, what types of gradients of 
preservatives can be anticipated, and what sampling scheme can 
reliably reveal these gradients. Compositional imaging, in effect, 
measures the entire population of the image. In practice, it is useful 
to use both techniques- compositional imaging followed by static-
probe analyses of selected points. 
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MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS 
Selection of Standards 
Quantitative elemental analysis in the AEM requires the use of 
suitable standards to determine ratios or absolute concentrations of 
elements. An excellent overview of the subject is provided by 
Chandler (1987); only the following brief discussion of the subject is 
included here. 
There are basically two major types of standards employed in 
quantitative analysis of thin sections, organic and mineral. Organic 
standards are typically prepared by mixing known quantities of salts 
of the appropriate elements with organic substances such as agar, 
albumin, or resin and then preparing sections of this mixture for 
analysis. This technique of standard preparation is well-suited to 
the continuum approach to quantification as an organic matrix similar 
to the material being investigated can be employed to make a valid 
empirical comparison of standard and specimen. It should be noted, 
however, elemental distribution for a standard needs to be 
homogeneous at the microstructural level and achieving this can be 
quite difficult. 
Mineral standards, on the other hand, are quite homogeneous but 
suffer from having a mean atomic number that is typically higher (in 
some cases, much higher) than the specimen; thus, more detailed 
corrections must be made. The precise correction to account for the 
differences in efficiency of the generation of the continuum as it 
relates to atomic number is not straightforward (Hall and Peters, 
1974). 
Lastly, irradiation of the specimen (and standard) may result in 
damage and a corresponding reduction in count rate. A more complete 
discussion of this problem is given later. However, in context of 
selection of standards, it should be noted that in the case of organic 
standards, beam damage of the specimen should be similar to that of 
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the specimen in question, and the effect of this damage may simply 
cancel out. This is not the case for mineral standards, however, as 
beam damage may be substantially less in the standard than the 
specimen. The most prudent course is to carefully choose operational 
parameters that will minimize beam damage; unfortunately, these 
choices are quite often at odds with obtaining higher x-ray counts. 
Mass Loss and Contamination 
Besides considering analysis point locations, there are the 
issues of contamination and mass loss. It is known that an impinging 
electron beam of 80 keV at 600 angstrom resolution will generate an 
electron dose of 10^ C/cm2, and that a dose of only 10-3 to 1 C/cm2 
causes irreversible disruption of biological tissue. Furthermore, a 
contamination layer approximately 1 micrometer thick can be 
deposited on a 1000 angstrom thick section when analyzed with a 
6000 angstrom diameter beam for 100 seconds (Shuman, et al., 1976). 
Deadtime Corrections 
During data collection, limitations of system processors result 
in the phenomenon known as "deadtime." System electronics are not 
capable of processing the incoming pulses as fast as they are 
received; the net effect is that areas of high concentration (for 
example, Cu) may actually appear to be lower in concentration. To 
correct for deadtime losses, the system must base its measurements 
on live-time rather than real-time. 
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Continuum Corrections 
The contribution by the continuum must be corrected, as 
previously discussed. An elegant method, developed for 
compositional mapping (Fiori et al., 1984), incorporates the top hat 
digital filter routine described earlier by others (Statham, 1976), 
(Schamber, 1977). In general, this filter attenuates low- and high-
frequency components with minimal disturbance of the medium-
frequencies. This is accomplished by averaging several adjacent 
channels of the spectrum and assigning the average to the center 
channel of the group. The filter is then successively stepped through 
the spectrum. Alternatively, a "background" image can be acquired by 
selecting an appropriate region containing no characteristic peaks. 
This image can then be subtracted from the elemental image to 
provide a background corrected image. One should carefully choose an 
area that; a) does not contain characteristic peaks, escape peaks, etc. 
and; b) does contain a continuum band that is appropriate in scale for 
the element of interest. 
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EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
Basis for Worl< 
During the course of developing strategies for assessing 
preservatives in treated wood, a private corporation (ISK/Biotech) 
expressed Interest in conducting such analyses on their preservative. 
This corporation was seeking approval by the AWPA and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for commercial use of their 
preservative. The proposed commercial treatment process consisted 
of a dual treatment of copper ethanolamine (CulVlEA) and sodium 
dimethyldithiocarbamate (SDDC). Unfortunately, there were no long-
terni field stake test results of this patented process. There were, 
however, long-term (22 year) stake tests available for a similar 
formulation consisting of a dual treatment of copper sulfate (CUSO4) 
and SDDC. Thus, if copper sulfate and CuMEA behaved similarly in 
microdistribution of copper and sulfur at the cellular level, a 
stronger case could be made for drawing parallel conclusions 
concerning expected long-term behavior of the CuMEA based system. 
The potential mutual benefits to be realized from conducting 
work on this presen/ative system were significant. Funding by 
ISK/Biotech provided the opportunity to conduct more extensive 
testing and refining of procedures and techniques than would have 
otherwise been possible, and the data generated was useful for 
assessing elemental microdistribution similarities between the 
various formulations. 
I 
Material for Study 
Four sets of southern pine sapwood stakes were selected for 
study. These sets varied in the type of treatment as follows: 
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1) Two stakes were freshly treated with copper ethanolamine 
and sodium dimethyidithiocarbamate. 
2) Two stakes were freshly treated with copper sulfate and 
sodium dimethyidithiocarbamate. 
3) Two stakes were freshly treated with copper ethanolamine 
only. 
4) Two stakes were freshly treated with copper sulfate only. 
5) Two stakes were treated with copper sulfate and sodium 
dimethyidithiocarbamate and placed in ground contact for 
22 years. 
6) One stake of untreated southern pine was selected to serve 
as a control. 
From each stake freshly treated with preservative, a sample of 
the latewood was taken at mid-height from each annual ring 
beginning with the outermost ring and continuing to the center of the 
stake. From each 22 year field stake, a sample of the latewood was 
taken from each annual ring beginning with the outermost ring and 
continuing to the center of the stake at each of three locations-
groundline, below groundline, and above groundline. Additionally, a 
few random earlywood cells were taken for cursory examination from 
each stake. 
Sample Preparation 
One of the major difficulties associated with TEM analysis is 
the necessity of producing fairly thin sections of the material. For 
this study, a decision was made to produce 0.25 micrometer thick 
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sections to provide improved lateral spatial distribution (versus 
thicker sections) and yet provide sufficient x-ray generation (versus 
thinner sections). 
The process of tissue preparation of biological tissues 
commonly begins with fixation in gluteraldehyde, a post-fixation in 
osmium tetroxide, dehydration through a graded alcohol series (to 
replace the water in the tissue with alcohol), and resin embeddment 
via a graded series of resin. 
These steps are necessary to preserve the ultrastructural detail 
of highly aqueous living cells that predominate in most biological 
materials. For the researcher interested in elemental analysis, there 
is a genuine concern regarding the likelihood of a considerable loss, 
redistribution, and/or introduction of elements caused by these 
rigorous preparation procedures. Investigators in virtually all of the 
biological sciences have found it necessary to devote much effort 
towards identifying these artifacts and developing alternative 
schemes for sample preparation. With respect to wood science, the 
most comprehensive study (Ryan, 1986) was conducted with Tanalith 
NCA (a fonnuiation of chrome, copper, and arsenate) treated wood. 
Ryan found that ethanol dehydration and resin embeddment resulted in 
significant reduction of copper, chromium, and arsenic in the S2 
layer. Additionally, the percentage loss varied between elements 
within the same treatment. Losses also varied between treatments 
when differing solution strengths were used. 
Ryan also reported that oven drying at 60° C overnight, followed 
by direct 100% resin embedding (three changes over one day), 
followed by polymerizing at 60° C, still resulted in elemental losses. 
He also speculates that the procedure of dehydration by freeze drying 
prior to resin embedding (Chou et al., 1973) may also be 
unsatisfactory. 
Alternatively, Ryan suggests sectioning unembedded dry sections 
as the best course of action, although he freely admits this procedure 
is difficult and requires luck, it should also be added that sections 
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produced in such a manner have a tendency to curl, and caution must 
be exercised regarding topographical changes of the sample surface 
that have deleterious absorption effects for x-ray analysis. 
Alternative Method for Sample Preparation 
Curiously, much effort and thought has been directed towards 
investigating the effects of dehydration and subsequent resin 
embedment of wood tissues without much regard for the reason of 
doing so. If consideration is given to the origin, development, and 
routine investigation of biological material, standard procedures of 
fixation, dehydration, and resin embedment are a given pre-requisite 
to any investigation. Given the fairly high degree of technical 
expertise required to do such investigations, the procedures laid 
down by earlier scientists are commonly followed. Further, since 
there have been thousands of articles published to reinforce these 
procedures, questioning the very need (not just a slight variation, but 
the very core of their necessity) would not typically be considered. 
However, mature wood is unique. For this robust material, it is 
essential to consider the necessity of each step in the "normal" 
specimen preparation procedure. First, many of the cells are no longer 
living so the process of fixation is pointless for these cells and in 
the remaining living tissue (in the secondary xylem) lignification of 
the cells holds the tissue in a rigid position. Since the objective is 
to determine the distribution of preservatives in the secondary 
xylem, there is no reason to consider the material as if it were 
primary tissue. 
Second, the issue of water content of the specimen should be 
considered from the perspective of sample preparation for electron 
microscopy and from the perspective of analysis of treated lumber. 
For electron microscopal study, it is necessary to reduce the water 
content so that a high vacuum state can be attained (unless a 
cryostage or low-vacuum or environmental electron microscope is to 
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be used). As previously stated, to achieve these results a graded 
series of alcohol is typically used to replace the water with alcohol 
which is then ultimately replaced with resin. However, simple air-
drying of the specimen reduces moisture content to a level that poses 
no problem to the electron microscope and further, eliminates 
concern about extraction of preservatives by alcohol. 
In terms of the effects of air-drying on elemental integrity of 
the specimen, consideration must be given to the nature of the 
product we are analyzing. Air-drying of treated lumber is not 
anything extraordinary; preservationists are rarely concerned with 
specimen artifacts incurred by air-drying. In fact, either kiln drying 
or air drying serves to improve the final product; therefore, air-
drying is actually more indicative of the final product we desire to 
characterize. 
Third, consideration should be given to the purpose of resin 
embedment of wood specimens. A wood fiber or tracheid can be 
considered hollow and can easily distort when cut transversely to a 
sub-micron thickness. By filling the interior (cell lumen) of this 
hollow fiber, additional support is given to resist deformation of the 
cell. Unfortunately, for the resin to effectively polymerize, it is 
necessary to first remove the alcohol by making repeated changes 
with fresh resin prior to final embedment. In many laboratories, the 
resin is introduced in a graded series (with alcohol or another 
solvent) prior to repeated changes of pure resin. The effect of these 
treatments which may take from one to several days, is further 
extraction of preservative elements. 
Resin embedment simplifies the process of producing usable 
sections of high quality and is, therefore, a desirable procedure. 
However, the necessity of prolonged embedding is pointless and 
deleterious. A more appropriate procedure is to employ a rapid 
setting embedding resin such as LR White, that will polymerize in 
minutes. In this method, extraction of preservatives is minimal. 
Analysis of cell lumens of material prepared in this manner has not 
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shown the presence of heavy element preservatives extracted from 
the wood tissue. 
The application of a slight vacuum upon submersion of the 
specimen in resin will help to rapidly fill exposed cell lumens. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The main objective of this study was to develop and evaluate 
microbeam procedures for assessing the distribution of preservatives 
in wood. To accomplish that goal, both compositional imaging and 
conventional static probe analyses were performed. 
A secondary goal was to further the understanding of 
microbeam analysis of wood so that improved analyses could be 
performed. Much progress has been made towards that end as several 
key issues have been successfully resolved. 
Section 1; Comparison of Analytical Methods 
Perhaps the most fascinating aspect of comparing results from 
static probe analysis versus compositional imaging is the profound 
difference in mentally assimilating the data via the compositional 
imaging technique. To illustrate, consider the analytical approach to 
the following micrograph (Figure 12). 
Static probe analvsis 
Traditional static probe analysis requires the selection of 
representative points for analyses. A number of points must be 
selected as chemical differences may exist between areas such as, 
radial versus tangential cell wall surfaces, cell wall corners versus 
"non-", as well as differences between the various cell layers 
The number of point analyses typically collected is, however, 
very limited, because analysis is labor intensive and time consuming. 
To merely collect and save 12 spectra (100 second acquisitions) 
requires about 35 minutes of real time and even then, this may prove 
to be an insufficient number of points. Nevertheless, much 
information concerning elemental microdistribution about the area 
(Figure 12) can be gained by careful study of the spectra (Figure 13, 
14, 15, 16). 
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Figure 12. TEM micrograph of two adjacent trachieds (6,000X) 
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Figure 13. Energy dispersive spectrum of CML treated with treated with CuMEA/SDDC 
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Figure 14. Energy dispersive spectrum of Si layer treated with CuMEA/SDDC 
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Figure 15. Energy dispersive spectrum of S2 layer treated with CuMEA/SDDC 
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Figure 16. Energy dispersive spectrum of Sg treated with CuMEA/SDDC 
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Comparison of the 12 spectra thus collected (for brevity, only 4 
are included here) shows; 
1 ) The compound middle lamella (CML) has a significant 
calcium peak but the other layers do not. 
2) The results for copper and sulfur are somewhat 
inconsistent. Although all layers show copper and 
sulfur, the S2 layer is highly variable (Figure 
16 and 17). 
3) Unexpectedly, zinc is present in significant amounts in 
the CML (based upon 3 additional point analysis not 
shown in the text). 
However, for the purpose of this discussion, two other 
observations are important; 
1) Considerable time and effort is expended in 
extracting this information from just 4 spectra. 
2) It is not known how representative the spectra are 
with respect to the entire area of the micrograph. 
Compositional imaging 
As discussed earlier, the compositional imaging technique 
"maps" elemental concentration by collecting a spectrum at each 
point of a specified matrix of the specimen. Using a matrix of 256 x 
256 translates into over 65,000 spectra for one image; therefore, an 
alternative method of displaying results is necessary. 
By digitally mapping the element(s) with brightness calibrated 
to elemental peak intensity, an image is formed showing spatial 
location as well as x-ray intensity. 
Figure 17 is a compositional image constructed over the entire 
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area of the preceding micrograph. The compositional image shows: 
1) The entire CML shows significant amounts of calcium. 
2) Virtually all the S2 layer contains copper and sulfur 
with zones of higher concentration within the layer. 
It is important to recognize that; 
1) Compositional imaging yields a complete elemental 
picture of the area. 
2) Brightness is proportional to x-ray intensity. 
3) An almost instantaneous understanding of elemental 
distribution is realized. 
Background correction The individual elemental maps in the 
compositional image shown in Figure 17, however, must be corrected 
for contributions by background radiation. Without these corrections, 
the maps may be misinterpreted and the conclusion made that an 
element is present at a particular location when in reality it is not. 
Figure 18 shows the corrected image obtained by subtracting off the 
contribution of background taken from an area of the spectrum that 
does not contain a characteristic peak. Caution must be exercised as 
stray sources of radiation (such as from the column of the instrument 
itself) are commonly found in instruments that have not been properly 
shielded. 
With little effort, this filtering operation can be performed by 
simply observing the overall background signal thus produced and 
mentally subtracting it from the individual maps. It is important for 
the analyst, however, to actually observe a map of the continuum to 
reveal problems that may arise from other sources such as scatter 
from the column or grid bars in close proximity, or changes in 
topography of the specimen. 
Figure 17. Compositional image of wood treated with CuMEA/SDDC 
! 
Figure 18. Net intensity compositional image of wood treated with CuMEA/SDDC 
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Section 2: Results by Element 
During the course of study, a number of elements and 
corresponding relationships were detected that were not anticipated. 
Because more than 100 compositional images and 600 individual 
spectra were examined, presentation of all the data is unrealistic. 
Instead, a brief synopsis of the results are presented on an element 
by element basis. 
Calcium 
The highest concentration of calcium is typically found in the 
CIVIL (Figure 19). In some, but not all cases (Appendix 1), it is also 
found in the Si and S2 layers (no S3 layers were specifically 
studied). As previously mentioned, for quantitative purposes it is 
important to actually measure the intensity of this (heavier) element 
rather than attempt to include it in the postulated matrix. The 
somewhat unpredictable nature combined with the higher atomic 
number of calcium necessitates following this procedure. No mention 
of this important variable has been found by this author in previously 
published literature. 
An argument could similarly be made for the elements of 
potassium (K), phosphorous (P), and chlorine (CI). However, it is the 
author's opinion that they do not typically exist in appreciable 
amounts and therefore do not seriously impact on the matrix. 
If appreciable amounts of these elements were detected, it 
would be necessary to measure their intensities also. The existence 
of a severe peak overlap between Ca Ka and K Kp is also a concern. 
Since the peak ratio's of these two elements are well known, a 
correction can be performed by multiplying this ratio by each pixel in 
the potassium image and subtracting the result from the calcium 
image (Fiori, 1986). 
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Figure 19. Energy dispersive spectrum of CML treated with CuMEA/SDDC. Note Ca peak 
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ZiOfi 
The presence of appreciable amounts of zinc in material that 
had been placed in field plots for 22 years presents an interesting 
question. According to the records, zinc was not used in the 
preservative and should not have been in the specimens. However, 
zinc was present in each wall layer for a variety of specimens at all 
locations, i. e., above groundline, at groundline, and below groundline 
(Figure 20-21 and Appendix 1). 
There has been much speculation concerning the origin of the 
zinc in the specimens. The most liltely scenario advanced so far is 
that it is the result of interaction between the preservative and the 
zinc nails and tags used for labeling the field stakes. 
Whatever the cause, numerous interesting issues and points of 
discussion come to mind. Certainly, the issue of the contributions 
that zinc may have had on the preservative system is a valid concern. 
As the 22 year old test specimens were meant to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of a CuS04 based preservative, the situation may have, 
to a certain extent, been compromised. The interaction of metallic 
zinc and aqueous CuS04 is a classic textbook example of an 
oxidation-reduction reaction, and chemical changes are inevitable. 
Examination of the compositional images shows a remarkable 
similarity in microdistribution of these two elements. 
As a result of this study and presentation of the results to the 
AWPA, numerous individuals have expressed more concern regarding 
the nature of labeling of test specimens. 
This issue demonstrates the need to carefully examine the 
entire process of treating and testing specimens. Given the amount 
of time and energy invested in field testing specimens, it is 
important that introduction of such variables does not take place. 
Thought should be given to chemical handling and storage, selection 
and maintenance of treating cylinders, etc. - even elemental 
variations in soil content may produce undesireable effects! 
Cu 
Figure 20. Compositional image of wood treated with CUSO4/SDDC 
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Figure 21. Energy dispersive spectrum of 22 year field stake 
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Copper and sulfur 
Copper and sulfur represent the two major elements of interest 
in terms of the wood preservative formulations employed. The key 
concern was the comparative distribution of copper and in general, 
the various formulations performed similarly. The highest 
concentrations of copper and sulfur were usuallly located in the 
compound middle lamella, as evidenced in the previous figures. In a 
few instances, the highest concentration of copper (and sulfur) was 
located in the Si layer as shown in the compositional images (Figures 
22-23 and Appendix 1). 
One particular analyses showed a uniquely different 
distribution of copper and sulfur and bears specific mention. As 
shown earlier in the text (Figure 17 on page 54), copper and sulfur 
were most heavily concentrated in the S2 layer. This image is 
particularly interesting as it is known that a large group of fungi, 
commonly referred to as brown rotters, preferentially attack the 
cellulose fraction of wood. Since the S2 layer contains the largest 
fraction of cellulose, treating wood to provide more protection to 
this particular layer would seem appropriate. Yet, except for this one 
particular area, such is not the case. Most commonly (including other 
preservatives), copper is predominantly found in the heavily lignified 
CIVIL. More work devoted towards increasing the treatability of the S2 
layer may prove useful. There is one school of thought, however, that 
considers it only necessary to coat the interior surfaces of the 
tracheid wall (exposed wall of the S3 layer) to provide a sufficient 
barrier to fungal attack. In the case of brown rotters, however, 
enzymes can be diffused far away from hyphae to degrade cell wall 
carbohydrates. Clearly, further study of this issue is needed and may 
prove beneficial for increasing protection. 
Figure 22. Compositional image of CuMEA/SDDC treated tracheids 
Figure 23. Compositional image of CUSO4/SDDC treated tracheids 
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Barium 
Compositional imaging is particularly adept at revealing 
inclusions in wood such as the barium particles shown in Figure 24. 
However, caution must be exercised in making qualitative 
identification of elements, and barium provides an excellent example 
for extended discussion. 
The microanalyzer employed in this study permits a maximum 
of sixteen elements to be simultaneously mapped. Since each map 
requires (in this study) approximately 4 hours for analysis, it is 
important that the list of elements to be mapped is correct. Two 
methods are useful for performing the qualitative analysis to select 
elements to be mapped. First, prior knowledge about the specimen 
can be extremely helpful. Second, a quick (30 second) static probe 
analysis collected over the entire area provides a spectrum that can 
be used for qualitative purposes. 
In the case of barium Inclusions in wood, this particular 
element is not one that would commonly be considered and initially, 
was not. Subsequent static probe analysis showed a definite peak 
located at approximately 4.5 keV which Is the location for the Ka 
peak of titanium and so It was thought that most probably it was 
titanium. Further, given that the specimen was mounted on a nylon 
support grid, and knowing that nylon grids typically contain trace 
amounts of titanium. It was thought that perhaps stray radiation 
from the support grid was responsible. However, subsequent 
compositional mapping showed specific areas of much higher 
concentration. To verify titanium, a point analysis was performed on 
the inclusion. Surprisingly, the spectrum did not reveal the Ka peak 
for titanium, but Instead showed approximately 6 peaks (L and M 
series) associated with barium (Figure 25). 
Thus, It is Important that a carefully conducted qualitative 
analysis is performed on the specimen before compositional imaging 
is initiated. 
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Figure 24. Compositional image of 22 year field stake 
treated with CUSO4/SDDC 
bl5i.4 
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Figure 25. Energy dispersive spectrum of barium inclusion in wood 
10.230 4 
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Titanium 
Lastly, it is important to examine the spectra for elements 
associated with the instrument or the supporting specimen grid. 
Nylon grids were selected for specimen support for this study; as 
previously stated, these grids contain trace amounts of titanium 
(Figure 26). Particularly if a specimen is located near a grid bar, 
titanium may be detected. Sections were chosen to minimize this 
problem. 
To evaluate the effects of using heavy element grids, a few 
specimens were mounted on titanium grids and subsequently analyzed. 
As shown in Figure 27 (and Appendix 1), unacceptably high levels of 
titanium were present in the spectra even though care was exercised 
not to analyze specimens in close proximity to grid bars. 
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Figure 26. Energy dispersive spectrum with Ti peak from nylon grid 
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Figure 27. Energy dispersive spectrum showing titanium from specimen grid 
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SUMMARY 
Comparison of Microbeam Methods 
A wealth of information concerning the microdistribution of 
preservatives in wood can be realized through microbeam analysis. 
Two techniques for obtaining this information were presented in this 
study, conventional static probe analysis and compositional imaging. 
Clearly, each technique is valuable, and they are best employed in 
conjunction with each other to yield the most thorough analysis. 
Static probe analysis holds a significant advantage for exacting 
quantitative worl( with respect to the total number of x-ray counts 
gathered from one location. However, the relative inefficiency of 
energy dispersive spectroscopy, combined with the low beam current 
required by biological specimens, necessitates longer dwell times 
when possible. Unfortunately, lengthening the dwell time can also 
increase mass loss and contamination effects, and so. a certain 
trade-off can be expected. 
Additionally, static probe analysis is very labor intensive; 
therefore, a limited number of points are typically analyzed. Given 
the non-homogeniety of wood, there is a valid and omnipresent 
concern that the entire procedure is too time consuming (and 
expensive) to allow sufficient characterization. 
Compositional imaging is, essentially, an automated version of 
static probe and as such, addresses some of these limitations. Once 
analysis is initiated on a selected area, compositional imaging will 
collect individual spectra at each point of a matrix (as large as 512 x 
512) without human intervention. The worries associated with non-
homogeniety actually become a pleasure to enjoy as they unfold 
before you. The visualization of widely fluctuating elemental 
distribution is a key attribute of compositional imaging; a strong 
case can thus be made for compositional imaging over static probe 
analysis in regard to treated wood. 
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Compositional imaging does have limitations; the major one is 
the short dwell time associated with each point analysis. The net 
result is greatly reduced x-ray counts and resulting reduced 
sensitivity at any given analysis point. Ironically, this limitation has 
benefits associated with it as mass loss and contamination will 
likewise be reduced. 
The best approach to analysis is to employ both methods for 
extracting the information desired. Compositional imaging provides a 
much broader view (at the cellular level) while static probe can 
provide a more exacting single point analysis. 
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FUTURE WORK 
Low Temperature Microincineration 
As previously discussed, the low energy values associated with 
light elements are a major source of difficulty for energy dispersive 
analysis. One useful technique for revealing the distribution of key 
elements such as Cr, Cu, Zn, and As (for example), is low temperature 
ashing (LTA) by active-oxygen microincineration. This technique 
employs a radiofrequency oscillator to produce a field through which 
a stream of oxygen is passed. The singlet state and free oxygen 
atoms thus produced are capable of reacting with and removing the 
organic elements present within a specimen (C, H, N). At high dose 
rates, the LTA device is capable of completely removing the organic 
matrix while giving quantitative retention for most other elements. 
LTA allows one to incinerate specimens at temperatures only 
slightly above room temperature. Complete removal of the 
hydrocarbon matrix Is possible, and experimental work on radioactive 
tracers has shown greater than 99% recovery rates of all of the 
aforementioned heavy elements. 
Concentration Histogram Imaging 
Concentration histogram imaging (CHI) is a technique developed 
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) that 
utilizes the data produced from compositional imaging to create 
scatter diagrams of elemental concentration. For instance, in the 
case of chromated copper arsenate (CCA), a three-dimensional CHI 
will show how copper concentration varies with chromium and 
arsenic. As the ratio of these elements Is extremely important, CHI's 
offer another valuable method for deciphering elemental distribution 
at the microstructural level. Recently the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) has made software available to 
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translate compositional images into CHI's. This is another technique 
that should prove useful for advancing the l<nowledge base of 
preservative interactions with wood. 
Image Analysis 
After obtaining compositional images depicting the distribution 
of preservative within the individual ceil wail layers, more 
information on the total amount of preservative within a given layer 
may be desired. For example, what percent of the total area of the S2 
layer contains copper? 
The answer to this, and many other related questions regarding 
physical measurement, can be answered with image analysis. 
The manufacturers of energy dispersive microanalyzers have 
long recognized the need to answer such questions; consequently, all 
major commercial systems are equipped with image analysis 
software to perform such tasks. Ideally, the software should be 
capable of providing physical measurements of selected ranges of 
elemental concentration; for example, the percent area of the S2 
layer that contains two to four percent copper by weight. 
Such questions are a logical "next-step" after acquiring 
compositional images and, in fact, were among the questions asked by 
ISK/Biotech at the completion of this study. 
Quantitative Analysis 
Much has been learned concerning quantitative microanalysis of 
(specifically) wood during the course of this study. Much work 
remains to verify and improve methods so that routine quantitative 
analyses may be performed. Specifically, research is needed in the 
development of the most appropriate standards, especially of the 
light elements of oxygen and carbon. Modern spectrometers are 
capable of measuring these elements but many questions remain 
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concerning their quantification. Further, more knowledge is needed 
concerning elemental variations in wood itself. Can we expect or 
anticipate elemental changes in earlywood versus latewood, 
heartwood versus sapwood, ray tissue versus fibers? 
Wood Preservatives 
Perhaps the greatest challenge is to educate industry, 
government, and consumers, that research is needed in wood 
preservation. There is an increasing environmental concern about 
pollution and growing intolerance toward the use of toxic chemicals. 
It is not enough to argue that treated wood saves the destruction of 
countless trees, when magazine articles espouse the hazards of 
known carcinogens leaching into the soil. Even in the remote locale 
of Iowa, the acceptability of tainted green snow and ponds of green 
and brown run-off pooling beside "certified" inventories of lumber is 
difficult to rationalize. 
The answer, lies not in the use of current practices of wood 
preservation. Rather, the answer must be found by developing new 
preservatives that are a) low in mammalian toxicity, b) permanent, 
and c) "fool-proof" in terms of the treatment processes. 
Interestingly, as esoteric as electron microscopy may appear, it 
offers the potential to help address these challenges. Biological 
degradation occurs at the cellular level and so that is where our 
understanding should begin. A view of the cellular circumstances of 
preservative treatment offers the opportunity to witness the 
beginnings of wood protection. The quantification, visualization, and 
precise cellular distribution of preservatives can offer much 
understanding concerning the fate, effectiveness, and quality of 
treatment. 
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APPENDIX : ENERGY DISPERSIVE SPECTRA OF WOOD 
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Compositional images constructed from characteristic x-ray 
signals generated within the electron microscope possess l<ey 
advantages over traditional energy dispersive static probe analyses 
or conventional analog x-ray dot maps for assessing elemental 
distribution in preservative-treated wood. Digital images are 
produced by "stepping" the electron beam across the sample in a 
prescribed format and collecting x-ray information at each pixel 
point of the array. The various elements present are displayed on a 
cathode ray tube (CRT), and the peak intensities are stored on disk 
for subsequent processing and analysis. By assigning a different 
color to each element, images are produced that correspond to the 
distribution of the various elements. Further, by relating the 
brightness of a color to elemental concentration, the images are 
useful for assessing the concentration gradients within and across 
cell wall boundaries. The data is further corrected for deadtime 
losses and continuum contributions to provide net intensity images. 
Issues relating to performing fully quantitative analyses are 
addressed as well as alternative specimen preparation procedures. 
Material for the study consisted of southern pine sapwood 
stakes treated with copper and sodium dimethyldithiocarbamate. 
